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Ir.
Robert W. Kirz.an, Director
U.S. Atomic nergy Co=mission
Division of Compliance

Re gion 1
59701'Broad St ret,
Newark, New Jersey
Dear ir.

07102

Kir1man

Your. letter
of'December 15, 1970 summnarized the results of :an in
s-o ct..ion by your representatives to the .indian Po0int Unit No 3
site and reauested clarification or comments relative to certain.
variations between written WEDCO quality assurance procedures and
the actual field implementation of these procedures.
The particulh- quest.ons. raised, by your reresentatives and our
cupimi
u o-each" duestion are- con-tained- in ths.
letr.
EC Comment
Criterion V, Appendix B, lOCFR50,
and Drawings" states in-part:

entitled "Instructions,

Procedures,

"A'ctivities af'fecting quality shall be
"orescribed
b docu
mented instructions, procedures, o-rdrawings, or a type
.appropriate to the circmistances and shall be accomplished
in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or
drawings .....
Contrary to the above,
1.

the inspectors

found:

Procedures or instructions relevant to heating the reactor
vessel lifting beam and means of determining the surface
temperature. of this beam were not orepared, although the
procedure for "Handling and Setting of IP-3 Reactor vessel"
stipulates that the lifting beam must not be used when its
surface temperature falls below 700F based on NDTT consider
ations.
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Con- Edisoin' Cbrments"
The WEDCO procedure for "Handling and Setting of the Indian Point
Unit No. 3 Reactor Vessel" sneci.fies that the lifting beam should
not be utilized ..hen its surface temperature falls below 700F..
The.' itent
of this reirement
e
is to alert field personnel to the
limitation on the use of the lifting beam unde,. .coid weather con
ditions.
The 70F limitation of the -EDCO procedure was based on the recbm
mendation of the lifting beam manufacturer which specified that
the lifting
beam should not be used when its temoerature falls
below 400P.
Th refore, the -DCO limitation represents a conserva.
tism of about 30OF above the suggested 400F which also contains some
margin of conservatism.

Prio. to. the reactor vessel lift

electric heaters w,er4e wrapped
around the beam and fiberglass insulation placed-over the heaters.
The surface, temperature of the lifting
beam was verified by contact
thermomete'r and availability of electric power to the heaters was
checked.
These actions are recorded in 1IDCO Iogbooks.
The intent of amy, written instruction or procedure is to clarify
reouilrements, techniaues, etc. and thereby to assure poroper job
comoleticn.
limate
"
ly any.
ocedure-i liesz-oae'sonnel
...
actions
.,e degree to which wr t.
ten. orocedures must be developed depends on
the- complexity of. the j:ob, the consequences of incorrect job com
pletion, the inherent margins of conservati-sm and the exo- ie-nce of
personnel involved.
The relative importance of .these factors again
depends on personnel,judaents.
WEDCO had not developed further secific
written instructions on
the methods of heating the lifting beam and of determining the sur
face temperature because in their judgment no further specific in
structions were necessa, y and the instruction alertinc o66sonnel to
the 700F was deemed sufficient to assure proper jobcomoletion.
Con Edison concurs that in this particular case there is no need for
any further detailed written instructions in view of the relatively
large margin between the specified 700? and the suggested manUfacturers
limitation of 40%F and the relatively simple available means of
heating the lifting beam and verifying surface temperature.
AEC Comment
2.

The log, showing gas pressures, condition of covers, and
visitors to the area, is not being maintained as required by
the WEDCO procedure, "Reactor Vessel and Reactor Vessel Head
Receipt Insection and Security During Storage .
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XdIon Conunent"
The W EDCO procedure "Reictor Vessel and Reactor Head Receipt In
spection During Storage" was issued on August 20, 1970. This nro
cedure reauired a security guard to maintain a log of conditions
when going on. shift and coming off shift as follows:
a..

Gas Pressure on Reactor Vessel

b. Gas Pressure on Reactor Vessel Head
c. Condition of .Iipping Covers, etc.
d. Mooring and Fastening Lines
e.
Visitors, to the Security Area
On'August.22-,-:1970-a EDCO Quality Control standard operating pro
cedure was issued which reauired the UEDCO Quality Control group to
monitor the reactor vessel and head conditions. This ooerating pro
6edure was intended to transfer the responsibility for monitoring
-the technical aspects of the reactor vessel from the security guards
to WEDCO Quality Con'rol. The procedure particularly pointed out
the need. to monitor the nitrogen gas purge pressure.. The responsi
bility to mraintain area security by logging visitors was retained by;
the security guards.
The security guard log which recorded visitors to the area wh,-ere the
vessel was stored has. been maintaind ..

Sufficient

log 'enre

ar

security.
The TEDCO quality control inspection on the vessel and head was in
itiated in accordance with the Quality Control operating procedure
which specified the paraneters to be verified such as purge pressure
at an inspection interval of five hours. As the inspections con
tinued, it became apparent that the only technical variable occurring
involved the gas purge. Acordinaly, WEDCO concentrated on monitoring
this 'poarticular aspect. When the vessel was landed from the barge,
larger purge gas bottles were installed and the frequency of the purge_
gas monitoring was d'ect'ased to -be consistent with the larger Purge
gas supply.

The written procedures which ,specified -the extent of surveillance and
the inspection -frequency were not revised continually to reflect the
actual surveillance actions taken.
In this regard, the procedures were
inconsistent with their implementation.
However, tEDCO indicates that
changes to these proc'edures were orally 'approved by the Reliability
Manager to reflect the extent o.f surveillance actions required in his
judgment. The actions taken in reducing the extent of recorded sur
veillance and in reducing the purge gas monitoring frequency were based
on observable vessel conditions and were consistent with efficiently
maintaining adequate vessel conditions during this construction phase.
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The reactor vessel has been moved and is p esently lcated'withift
the containment building. 'There is therefore no need to revise the
vessel storage procedure as it is no longer used as a basis for
vessel surveillance. The nortion of the ..rocedure for monitoring
the reactor head will how.ever be revised as necessary to reflict
the .actual head surveillance extent -and freauencies.
AEC Comment
3.

The WEDC0 "Procedure for :iandling the -Reactor Vessel Skid"
referenced among
fo .Insta.!!in the
and
geaothers,
a. --s a "Pocedure
"Pocdred
-o L-+):
Lifting De"
and a "Procedure for Setting the Reactor Vessel."
There was no evidence that either of these procedures were
.
being developoed.

Con Edison Commcnt
The latter to orcedures were written. and issued December 14, 1970
in advance of the actual work.,
With reaard to the previously issued WEDC.0 "Procedure for Handling
the Reactor Vessel Skid', hUi1s4
Sprocedure
describes the actions to be
taken when locating the reactor vessel within the contairzioent buiidi-i
and.-sarating, the vessel from its skid. As you kncwdurin, this uro
cess a malfunction 6of the crane occurred and the reactor vessel and
s
descended and contacted the temporary containment supnort plating.
This incident is not a sub jec t of this letter; ho weever, it is ,presenly
beinz investigsated and the resulting reports will be made available uo
your representatives.
ABC Cori...ent

4.

WEDCO's procedure WQ.A-4.0, Part 2.3.3-a, states in part: "All
records and documentation required from the supplier must be
.r
hsite
and acceptable before the item is fully accepted".
Contrary to this procedure,

the reactor vessel has been re

leased for installation urior to receint of the N-1 "Data
Report Form".
Con Edison Comment
The referenced WEDCO procedure was developed during the management
transition at the site from United Engineers & Constructors, Inc. to
WEDCO.
The exact words w-ithin the procedure appear to be all en
compassing with regard to required records at the site at the time of
receipt inspection. The procedure w.as primarily developed for 7;IEDCO
supplied items and did not adequately clarify that for major Westing
house components the significant quality assurance documentation would
be retained by Westinghouse. The procedure will be revised to elimi
nate this unintended inconsistency.
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*In summa-ry, the narticular- questions, raised- by your representatives.
were caused primarily by papenork which was not adequately updated
or clarified to refect the ectual wo'kDrhg practices Or by a judgment w.,.hich dictated, that the paperwork wvas unnecessary or simply a
judoent .as to when the supporting oaperwork was required. In all
cases, these inconsistencies and' jud;wrents did not result in a
decrease in the technical adequacy of the reactor vessel.
As mentioned previously, it is our intent to thoroughly investigate
the crane malfunction and its c onseauences and" to miake aLi reports
of this incident available to your representatives. Our emrohasis in
this area will be to concentrate on verifyling the continued integrity
of the reactor vessel.
I trust that our comments: and commitments, made herein are responsive
to your letter.
Very truly yours

A/.7V:, ...

/
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William J.
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